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By Bruce VielmettJ
The ever popular "litmited grade op
tion" made for even bigger piles of litUe
green sheets at Records this year, and a
record number of students P/Fed Prof.
Doug Kahn's popular tax course.
Kahn said that nearly two thirds of
his Tax I section last fall registered for
P/F, or 95 out of some 150. "And my
Tax II course, which is a smaller class,
had about half pass/fails,

an even

larger percentage for that course.''
However, the size of the P/F con
tigents in his classes doesn't stir a
whole lot of concern in Kahn. "It's
always been popular with my classes,"
he said. "This year's just been heavier
than usual."
Kahn admits to a certain curiosity
about lhe extra f-/r· students, but said

he's not sure the phenomenon leads him
to make any conscious changes in his
courses, which he has taught to student

volume of materiel," and strategy "others just make a tactical decision to
go P/F because they .don't want to

acclaim for two decades.
''Now if lots of students just didn't
want to take them, I'd think about
changes," Kahn said.
Overall, about 560 P/F options were
taken last semester, according to an

make the time effort my courses
require."
Kahn said he sees some pedagogical
problems with the P/F option, and

estimate aby Kris Munroe, law school
recorder. Munroe characterized the

later too, " he said, "if you're looking to
get into a tax specialty or practice."
More immediate than the option's
later effect on a transcript, was the ef

number as not unusually more or less
than most terms, though she said total
of P/F selections are not usually recor
ded.
Kahn attributes the popularity of
P/Fs in his tax courses to fear- "it's a
large class and the more nervous
students are afraid of numberF, or the

wonders just how valuable the selection
proves for a student "It could hurt you

fect on class members' participation.
"Preparation got pretty awful," said
Kahn. Indeed, on several occasions, up
to a dozen people would pass in Kahn's
Tax I course last fall.
Such behavior, said Kahn, "Hurts

class morale; it hurtsMY morale.''
However, the P/Fs don't hurt at the
end of the semester. "Every time you
pick up an exam with a P/F on it, it's
like someone just took a giant stone off
your back," Kahn said with a laugh.
Kahn e.xplained that he grades the
multiple chice section of his exams the
same for all students. But iJ a P/F
student does okay on that part, he won't
fail the stuaent, and only skims their
essays in order to gauge a performance
level for the class.
He said the slackened concentration
he fears of P/F students de.finitely pans
out in the final exam analysis, where
most of the Ds he gives out go to those
who selected lhe "limited grade oplion."
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Burger King Needs /Ls For Summer Posztions
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The Unversity of Michjgan Law School

Committee

Rethinks
Summer
Program
By Saliy Churchill

In spite of ru mors to the contrary, the
U of M Law School Summer Program

J. J. White

l'hotn h)
lkan llru1fl

Law Profs
Attend
China
Conference
University

of

Michigan

law

professors J.J. White and Whit
more Gray recently travelled to
the People's Republic of China to
participate in a conference on
American

legal

teaching

methods. Res Gestae staffer Jim
Komie

talked

with

Professor

White about his trip.

will be in full swing this summer.
In late November the faculty rejected
the Summer Committee Report which
recommended eliminating this 88 year
old tradition, and thus gave the sum
mer program at least a temporary stay
of execution. Some program changes
will be made in the next few years,
however, and the fate of the program
will be reconsidered in the Fall, 1986.
THE
ORIGINAL COMMITTEE
report called for complete and im

Snow covers the Law Quad as students continue to wear their sneakers.

hopi ng for large tort recoveries that will pay Cor their legal education.

this recommendation, the Summer
CommHtee submitted a revised report
December 4, 1984, this one calling for
changes in (but not eliminatin of) the U
of M Summer Law program.
The
faculty approved this revised report.
This second report calls for the reten
tion of the summer starting program
through at least 1986. Meanwhile, ad
missions will compile currently
unavailable information, such as how
many starters chose summer over fall
admission and where applicants who
are offered only a summer slot enroll iJ

"'

Campbell Heads For
Semi-Final Round

mediate abolition of the summer star
ter program with only a limited upper
class program over the next two years
to meet the needs of 1984 summer star
ters. In light of faculty opposition to

�
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By Kim Cahill
Briefs are due
round of the

1985

for the semi-final

Campbell Moot Court

Competition on Monday, February 4,
with oral arguments to be held the week
of February 11. The preliminary field
of 21 teams has been narrowed to eight,
with four teams to advance to the finals
onMarch2l.
Contest coordinators say they are
trying to integrate the Campbell Com
petition with other law school courses
because they see it as a valuable exer·
cise that covers advocacy skills in a

everyone had some new issues and
some old issues.

We didn't want any

team to have the burden of researching
a totally new position, but because of
the way that the dockets were initially
set up, it was impossible to keep the
exact same issues for this round,''
commented Graham.
Graham and Jon Frank, a second
coordinator, see the Case Club program
as one way to let first-years know what
the Campbell Competition is all about.
Frank hopes that next year's coor·
dinators will continue with some of the

way that few courses taught here do.

new programs that have been irn·
plemented this year. "I hope they'd

Coordinator Darrell Graham says
that the problem that was used for the

continue the lecture program that
we had earlier this year. Maybe next
year the lectures could be held in the

RG: Tell me aboullhls conference.
It was sponsored, or
JJW:
stimulated, at least. by the people

they choose another law school for fall

who have been teaching law in China
as Fulbright professors.
RG: Americans?

that Admissions immediately prepare a

the individual issues that were covered
have been compressed to provide some

winter, closer to when the Case Clubs
are working on briefing a n d oral

See SUMMER. page five

familiarity with the issues for all the
teams. "We tried to make sure that

See CAMPBELL, page four

See LAW PROFS. page five

admission.
The committee also recommended

first round has been retained, but that

Uptnt on

Your Own Time Is Between
You and Your Conscience

Editor in Chief· Andru Lodahl
Managing Editor: Steve Hunter

News: Klm CahiU
Arts: Jim Komle
Feature: Rob Shant�
Low In The Raw: Dana Deane,
Nora Kelly

By Ruth Milkman

Business: J. K�ehen Kimmell
Phorogrophy: Dun Bruu

When I was a first year, Ann Fagan Ginger, a lef

Graohics: Eric Hard, Arthur Sle��:al
Staff· Sally Churchill, Bob Hafner, Mark Harris, Alex Joel,
Joe Mazzarese, Liz McCoy, Ruth Milkman, Elizabeth
Peacock, Carol Shepard, Elizabethanne Suchwala,

The Res

Gestae is published every Wednesday during the regular
school year by students and the University of Michigan Law School.
Opinions expressed in bytined articles are those of the authors, and

do not necessarily represent the opinion of the editorial staff. Articles

rrlat pe·reprlnted without permission, provided the author and this
n�ptr apd credited and notified. Mailing address: 408 Hutchins

Hall, University or Michigan Law

ber what she said, and I can quote it because it was
also recorded in the RG.

Bruce Vielmelll. Joel Wells

Phone: C3t3> 7�.

tist civil rights attorney, came to speak. She made
quite an impression on me; two years later I remem

School, Ann Aror, Ml 48104-1215:

Ginger said, "Get a job if you can find one, any job
with anybody, unless it's absolutely dishonest, but
they do not have your soul and they do not have a
right to twenty-four hours a day."
What Ginger meant was that a person who wants
to do public interest work can do it, even if he or she
works for a corporate law firm.
The recent editorials and letters in theRG about
the corporate/public interest law student have
made it seem as if one only has the choice of being a
self-righteous public interest type, or a self
. justifying corporate clone. Forcing that choice is

General Westmoreland wants a hundred and twen
ry million dollars from CBS. Is it really possible to
suffer nine figures worth of Indignity and emotional
distress? Media extrava2anza trials like West
moreland's and DeLorean's highlight the inequities
t.hat make a mockery of the noble aims of America's
judicial system.
The system, at this point in time, seems best able to
those

of

one-hundredth

one

award

who

suffer

damages one hundred times the damages they ac
tually suffered. The key to access is aJready having
the ldnd of wealth that makes your complaints im
portant and your legal talent affordable.
Schools like Michigan contribute to the problem

divisive and destructive,
necessary.

what's more, it's un

There are plenty of lawyers in corporate practice
who do public interest work as well. They may con
vince their firms to take on a case pro bono; they
take cases on their own.
In Chicago, a pool of lawyers, coordinated by
Legal Services, spend one night a month at com
munity centers around the city. They dispense legal
advice, and follow up on the cases that come in the
evening that they are there.
Other cities may have similar programs; it's wor
th inquiring especially if for one reason or another,
you don't feel comfortable doing pro bono work
through your firm.

Lots or people come into law school thinking that
they're going to do public interest law. A few
manage to get public interest type jobs; most will
wind up in corporate law firms, feeling, perhaps,
that they've "sold out."
The prevailing myth is that you somehow change
when you go through law school, from a naive
idealist, to a worldly-wise person who needs a job.
Law school undoubtedly produces some changes.
and certainly the passage of three years does.
But "public interest" people don't suaaenJy or
gradually turn into "corporate people."
You're still the same person you were when you
started law school, and if you still want to do public
even

interest work, you can do it.
The fact that corporate lawyers also do public
interest work has a couple of implications. First, it
means that students who do take jobs in corporate
firms cannot use that decision to convince them
selves that they shouldn't worry about public in
terest work any more. Getting a job doesn't absolve
you of any public interest responsibilities you have.

That also means that public interest types should
not give up on their corporate-bound friends. Telling
people that they've sold out is not constructive
Giving them the number of Legal Services might
be.
FinaiJy, r can hear a lot of mutterings that no one
who works 70 or 80 hours a week has time to staff a
community center. That's okay, instead of time,
you can give money. rt's probably even deductible.
Ask your Tax department.

by schooling their students to represent tbe rich and
powerful without giving much concrete support to
making a career representing the "other half" more like the other n.J.ne-tenths, actually. The reluc

FOF!. fAILURE \o Pf'IY
'1ot.:" 'PcBrs, You ftR£:

tance of tbe Law School to pursue a working loan
forgiveness program demonstrates that it still doesn't

HERE9Y Sf:NTENCEO

take the notion of public responsibility seriously.

\t;RM
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t'inancial Aid has no answers for students who
want public interest careers. The cutoffs for aid are
unbelievably low, and tbey punish you for having

SIT NEXTVTo O'>
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weiJ-off parents even if you left the nest years ago.
Our financial aid program is not a marvel by any
standud,

and

does

not

recognize

low-income

careers.
Peer schools, by contrast, have decided that It's
Important to them to produce a healthy percentage of
interest

public

lawyers. They're

subsidizing

the

educations of law students who take and keep public
interest jobs by helping them pay their interest.
In a field where fellowships and assistantships are
unknown and scholarships nearly so, that's the only
way students without independent wealth can af
ford to make the choice. Loan forgiveness programs
act like scholarships. They acknowledge that the
costs of a legal education at Michigan can't be repaid
out of a $12,000 annual salary.
to improve the

The best efforts of Placement
dissemination

or information

on

public

interest

careers won't address the real problem faced by
students interested in public interest work: They
can't afford it. Borrowing at ruinous rates saves
them from all of those decisions about duty and
ethics and lifestyle.
Let's put some pressure on the Administration· to
make public interest careers a viable option. Insist on
a

loan

that

a

CUDe for.

forgivenes s
handsome

program.
salary

Make
isn't

it

clear

all

you

Gn�phic by Eric: Hard

Ours is Not to QuestionWhy
To the Editor:

Have you ever wondered why it is that casebooks following one upon the other? How many of you, like
generally have funerally long processions of myself, have programmed your visual and mental

questions at the end of major cases, units or chap- apparatus to "fast-forward'' from the first question
ters? Could this brain numbing practice be an at- mark to the last, "zapping" out the blaring, in
empirical
Haven't
queries?
tempt to cloak the authors' opinions in the mantle of terruptive
objectivity? Or could it be a well meaning effort to psychological studies shown that the human mind
provoke introspection or re-examination of assum- can only process a very limited number of questions
ptions on the part of students? If the former, simultaneously? Haven't anthropologists documen
wouldn't it be more intellectually honest for the ted the extincition of several small tribes noted for
authors to state their opinions in clear expository their excessive dependence on the interrogatory
prose? If the latter, couldn't one well crafted form?
J er emy S. Garber, 3L
question be as effective as twelve or thirteen

� orum

Test MoreOftenfor Fair Results

By Tom Bean
The University of Michigan Law School prides itself on excellence. The Admissions Office boasts

of the students' LSAT scores, undergraduate
GPA's, and pre-law-school work experience. School
bulletins and the administration take pride in the
publications and overall achievements of the

faculty. The excellence of the people at the law
school carries into most aspects of the educational
process. Faculty are generally knowledgeable and
well prepared for class. Students are able and
usually prepared for class. Yet, this overa!J ex
cellence breaks down when it comes to faculty
evaluation of student performance.

E

VALUATION is a critical component of the
educational process. It is the time when

students have the opportunity to demonstrate what

they have learned in a course. It is also a time when
professors can get a sense of how well the students
have understood his/her presentation of the

material.
At Michigan Law School, evaluation in most cour
ses consists of one three-hour exam at the end of the

term. I don't believe this method of evaluation is
sound educational practice. I would encourage

professors to test more frequently and use different
modes of testing, e.g.. take-home exams, for the
following reasons.
First, there is little evidence to suggest that the
exam and accompanying grades are a valid

measure of a student's mastery of course material.
To the contrary, virtually no statistician would at
tempt to draw a conclusion based on the measure

professors use to grade students - one anxiety
packed exam given in an extreme environment.
Basing grades on several tests, particularly if they
are of different types, would provide a more valid

measure
knowledge.
of
a
student's
Second, when only one exam I S given at the end of
the term, testing becomes separate from rather
than part of the learning process. Students don't
have the opportunity to learn from their mistakes.

Professors aren't able to go over and clarify
material that students didn't understand. They also
can't use test results as a basis for making changes
in their teaching or the course coverage during the
term. Finally, the failure to test during the term of

ten deprives students and faculty of the benefit of
the knowledge of those students who perform well

Placement

The employment interviewing system used in

Room 200 needs to be reformed. The present system
is too much like a high-stakes game of roulette.

Hundreds of large, selective law firms come to town

and interview hundreds of law students. The firms
are not allowed to prescreen applicants and are
discouraged from indicating grade-point or other
in

hiring. Students sign-up to

talk to firms without any idea of their chances of ob

taining a job from the firms they choose for inter
views, and many average or below-average studen
ts (which, let's face it, is most of the class) end up
talking to firms which won't even consider them.
The students and law firms both waste time, and
this inefficiency leads to greater frustration and

disappointment, and reduced employment op
portunities for the students.
Here's a typical example. A student signs up to in
terview on campus with twenty firms from three dif
ferent cities. The student is not on a publication and
is not in the upper quarter of the class, so perhaps
only seven or eight of these prestigious firms
seriously consider this student for a job. Out of these
comes. perhaps, three fly-backs. Query whether

thp_c;p will produce a job offer. What will be produced
is a flood of rejections, frustration, worry, and ner

vousness and a student who is still scrambling to
find a jo when he or she should be preparing for

b

final exams.

to contribute more frequently.

I

N SUM, MORE frequent and different modes
of testing would provide numerous educational
benefits to students and faculty. They would also
produce a more valid measure of the students'
mastery of course material.
Critics of the above proposal might argue that

more frequent testing would consume too much
faculty and student time, thereby detracting from
the learning process. Testing is part of the learning
process. Additionally, I am not suggesting faculty

and students devote more hours to testing so much
as 1 am arguing for more frequent testing. Ifiaculty
tested throughout the term, it might be possible to
shorten final exams. Tbis is because the faculty

wouldn't need such an extensive final evaluation to
give them enough data on which to base grades.
Shortening final exams would reduce the burden
they put on both faculty and students.

Even if my proposal is not adopted, and the bulk
of the faculty continues to base grades on a single
final exam, several improvements should be made
in the evaluation process.
..
,
Because grades have significant meaning fn the
eyes of the faculty, students, and employers, the

preparation and grading of exams must be conduc
ted with extraordinary diligence. Events of the past
two years indicate that some professors are not
exercising appropriate diligence.

D

URING THREE of my four semesters at

Michigan Law School, at least one professor
has used an old exam question. When this happened
to me just three weeks into my first year of law
school, my faith in this "exalted" school and its
"system" was diminished. Despite student and

faculty resolutions condemning the giving of old

exams, the practice has continued - even among
some of the most respected professors. Changing
the course to pass/fail, Jetting students retake the

exam, or deciding not to grade the repeated
question are not adequate ways of dealing with the

problem. Writing a new exam for each course each
term is the only way to resolve the problem. Given
the level of preparation professors demand of stud-

Office Fails

To the Editor:

criteria which they use

on exams, but never contribute to class. More
frequent testing would allow professors lo encourage students who best understand the material

ents, and the fact that the faculty are being paid for
being educators, this does not seem to be too much
to ask.

If grades are to be based on a single exam,
professors need to be extremely conscientious in
grading them. Stories about grading that circulate
among students raise concerns about the level of
diligence of some professors. One professor last
term reportedly graded over one hundred exams in
three days.
Based on my experience as a teacher, I believe

that it is virtual1y impossible to carefully read and
grade the "chicken scratch" in several hundred

bluebooks in such a short period of time. Another
professor who had finished his grading within a
relatively short period of time reportedly made
numerous notations on the first of the two essays,
but none on the second essay. Does this indicate that
he did not read the second essay as carefully� The risk of error resulting from hasty grading is
exacerbated when professors draw grade lines
based on a few points. After comparing grades and

the points earned, students of the professor who
allegedly graded his exams in three days

discovered that one point separated the "B" and
"B+" grades. Recognizing that the margin for
error on a one hundred point exam is more than one
point'and the-professor graded his exams in such a

short period of time, it is difficuJe lo belie�e that the
difference in mastery of the material between the
student who just missed a "B+" and a student

who just made a "B+" is meaningful. Yet, the
students' transcripts will note what faculty, studen
ts, and employers think is an important distinction.

P

REPARING, GRADING, and taking tests are
onerous tasks. Nevertheless, they are an in

tegral part of the educational process. Giving more
tests would not mitigate the need for excellence in
preparation and grading of the exams, but it would
allow for student and faculty human error, and

would be a learning experience for all participants.
As long as professors base students' grades on one
final exam, the "social compact" between faculty

and students requires that if faculty want and ex
pect excellence from students in preparing for
exams, they will have to want and expect it from

themselves in writing and grading those exams.

Average

At this point I know that at least 20% of the law
students reading this are thinking, "It's not that
hard - everyone gets a job!" I am reminded of a
friend who is in the highly sought-after minority and
received a flood of fly-backs and several offers. He
once told me it seemed like the New York firms just
needed "warm bodies." What he didn't realize was
that most of these firms are competing only for
warm bodies in his category, not average Michigan
law students. Several other friends had a much har
der time -a few still don't have jobs -and they
aren't looking at top firms, either.
The point is that the interviewing process works,
very well for the top students, not too well for

average students, and very poorly for below
average students.
We must make the entire system more efficient

by giving students a better idea of which firms will

really consider them. If the hypothetical student
above had interviewed with twenty firms that were
all seriously interested, and not just going through
the motions. perhaps ten or more fly-backs would

have resulted, and this could quite possibly produce
more than one offer.
Instead of trying to promote an unrealistic im

pression of equality by discouraging the firms from
openly stating hiring criteria, the Placement Office

should strongly encourage inclusion of such infor
mation in the firms' resumes. The students could
then choose a combination of firms to talk with on
an informed basis. If a mediocre student wants to

Student

interview with an exclusive law firm that's fine, but
at least the student would know it's a longshot going
in, and could plan sufficient interviews with less
selective law firms.
This approach would reduce wasted time and ef
fort for both students and interviewers, reduce the

number of interviews in which the interviewer is

only going through the motions, and reduce the
floods of discouraging rejection letters.

By making the interviewing process more ef

ficient our law students will more successfully
compete with those from other schools for available

jobs. Perhaps we would even attract more law fir
ms when they realizecfthat mo� of their interviews
,
would involve candidates who meet their standards.
The illusion of equality perpetrated by present
Place Office policy isn't fooling anyone and, more

importantly, it isn't helping anyone. We must en
courage the employers to state hiring criteria as a
guide for the law students. These criteria need not
be absolute and inflexible. Merely describing the
relevant qualifications of recent hirees would be
sufficient to tip us off to the firms' hiring standards.
After all, the idea is to get a job. and the Placement
Office is there to facilitate opportunities for
everyone in the law school. To make believe our
graduates· futures do not depend on grades is to
deny a reality that's almost as certain as death and
taxes.

-Joe Manarese. 2L

----
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Israeli Diplomat Blum Teaches At M Law
By Steve Hunter
Yehuda Blum, former Israeli am
bassador to the United Nations, has
signed on as the law school's most
famous visiting professor this term.

Blum, who left his U.N. POST AFTER
THE Israel elections last summer, was
also a member of the negotiating team
for that country at the Camp David
taJks in 1979.
Due to the recent death of his father,

Blum has maintained a low profile
during the first month of his visit, and
did not appear on campus as early as
expected to teach International Law
and a seminar on the U.N. He is obser
ving the traditional 30 days mournigh
period with the help of several maJe

students.

Ten

Jewish

males

are

required to be present for the thrice
daily prayers.

The administration is obviously quite
pleased to have Blum aboard. "Dean

Sandalow is the one who actually
recruited him," said Dean Ed Cooper.
"It is a great coup for the law school to
have him teaching here for a
semester."

Formerly on the facuJty at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem, Blum bas also
taught as a \1stor at the University of
Texas School of Law, and New York
University Law School. He recieved a
Phd. from the University of London.

Blum first came to the Law school as
a senior research scholar. "I was here
years ago for nine months," he ex
plained.

16

"I even have a daughter born in Ann
Arbor, so I'm not really a newcomer to
town." Since he "always liked the
place," it was simple to accept the in
vitation t o teach as a visitor.
"Despite the fact that it's not the

easiest period personally,

I

certainJy

enjoy it," said Blum, of teaching. " I
find the encounter with students most
refreshing and stimuJating. I'm cer
tainJy impressed with their eagerness
to learn, their serious approach and
their sense of humor."
B l u m expressed no preference

toward any of the many facets of his

career as diplomat, teacher and author
<he bas published works on inter
nationaJ law in three languages).

"At any given lime I give preference

to what I'm doing at that lime," he said.
"What you are doing must be important
to you otherwise you don't do it
properly."
In the course of these occupations,

the Czech-born Israeli has learned five
languages
(Hebrew,
Hungarian,

English, German, and French), as well
as traveled most of the world. "I've
really been around the European coun
tries," he said, "from Dublin lo
Moscow and from Helsinki to Rome.··

Blum has also been to a number of
Asian countries and most of the nations
of both South and North America. But
it's really no big deal to him. As he ex·
plained, "that goes with the job."

Campbell Court Teams Gear Up For Semis
From Page One .
arguments," said Frank.
He also
thinks that first-years could bene£it by
watching the CampbelJ participants,
saying, "It lets them know that there is
a place for their Case Club skills after

the first year.''
Graham agreed, saying that he saw
some mutual benefits for both the
Campbell Competition and first-years.

"Well, it helps to provide more ex
posure for Campbell, which will lead to
more involvement in future years. The
more participants we have, the better

for the program. Also, I think that first
years haven't gotten a lot of training in
oral advocacy in the past. It's a way to
let them know that they have an oppor
tunity to work on this after Case Club is
over."

Senate Studies Exam
Re-Use Guidelines
By Andrea Lodahl
Law
School
Senate President
Jim Lancaster presented the Senate
with a draft proposaJ on exam re-use
Monday, to be studied and acted upon

next week. The proposal follows in the
wake of a small turnout at Exam
Grievance Committee meetings, noted
at last week's Senate meeting. "I was

mad that students didn't show up too.

But it's a problem and we shouJd ad
dress it," Lancaster told his fellow
Senators.
The
proposed
Law
School

Examination Policy wouJd create a

mandatory filing system for old exams
to give notice to the progessors of

exams they had used in the past. It
defines "re-used exam" as any
question "which is identical or substan
tially similar" to any question ever

used by that professor on an exam or

quiz before. "Substantially similar" is
defined as "identical except for minor

changes in names, dates or places."

Re-use of exams for which model an

swers or study guides do not exist would

be prohibited for five years. Re-use of
exams with model answers or study
guides

would

be

permanently

prohibited.
The proposal also ouUines a remedy

in the form of election of pass/fail op

tion for students of that class even if
grades

have

already

been

posted.

Senate discussion centered around that

point as the one likeliest to provoke
faculty disagreement
Russell

suggested

Smith
that

pass/fail" symbol

V1ce

the

President.

·•mandatory

rather than

the

"elective pass/fail"
symbol
be
prescribed and that notations also be
made on the student's record to ensure
that people won't face discrimination
on the basis of a dim view being taken
of pass/fail options. Richard Tom
suggested that "professors will never

let students elect p/f after they've seen
their grades."
Lancaster urged that the remedy
clause shouJd be the least negotiable

one, since otherwise the proposal would
be nothing but an empty set of
procedures. "What other post-posting
remedy couJd there be�" he asked.
"Notations on a transcript?" Smith felt
the proposaJ had to have a stronger

remedy clause than notations on the
transcript. The entire Senate wilJ con
sider the proposal and decide whether

to act on it next week.
In other business, the Senate ap
proved a funding allocation from their
discretionary budget for production

costs of "Anatomy of a Murder", the
play being staged in February by

Obiter Dicta, the fledgling acting group
at the law school. Steve Taber, the

play's director and producer, had asked

Cor a loan of

$200.00.

He also expressed

the group's intentions to donate any

above-costs profits to student funded

fellowships. Secretary Hard suggested
that a direct allocation be made with

the proviso that after-cost profits be
donated to SFF. The allocation of
$200.00 was approved.

Next week the Senate will hear repor
ts on the activities of the Academic
Standards
committee
and
the

Curriculum Commitlee.

The quarter-rlnal and semi-final
rounds of the competition are judged by
faculty members here at U-M. The
finals have traditionally been judged by
a five-member panel that includes
Dean Sandalow, a professor, and three
judges. In past years, a U.S. Supreme
Court Justice has usually been a mem
ber of the panel, but this year, like last

year, will be an exception to that rule.
Invitations were extended to two
Supreme Court Justices this year and

both were declined.
Coordinator Joe Gunderson says he
isn't sure just why this problem is
recurring, but he commented, "I think

a lot of it has to do with the fact that a
lot of the members of the Court have
reached an age where it's very difficult
Cor them to travel easily. Others just
have a policy against coming to a par
ticular school more than once every
five years or so, and some just feeJ their
workload is too heavy.

For example,

Justice Thurgood Marshall declined
our invitation this year for health
reasons."
Gunderson added that he feels that

Federal Appeals Court judges have
been very willing to serve on the Cam
pbell panel. He attributes this to the

fact that many of them have greater
contact with faculty members here as
well as the fact that many judges see
participation as a way to keep an eye
out for prospective clerks.

ALL OF T H E COORDINATORS
stressed that they are looking for input
from participants, students, and

professors on how to improve the Cam
pbell Competition. Joe Gunderson says
his primary project for this term is get
ling in touch with other law schools and
comparing their moot court com

petitions to Campbell. He hopes this
will provide a tried-and-true source of
ways to help improve the Campbell

Competition.

Copiers Phase Out Coins
By Bob Hafner
By early February students should be
able to make those zillions of copies
they are always making without having

to worry about having zillions of
nickels. Copy machine users will be

able to make up to 500 copies with one
small magnetic card.
Copytex machines will be installed on
the Law Library copiers. Insert a card
into the terminal and copy away. No
more throwing yourself at penple's

ankJes, begging for charity, when the
change machine is empty and your last
nickel gone. The cards even have a

"visible depreciation scale" so the user
can see approximately how many copy
credits are left.

Lisa Eusani, Assistant Librarian in
the Circulation Department, and Mary
Clemence, Administrative Assistant,

explained the introduction of modern
technology.
Eusani has heard that
other libraries at other schools had

started using similar systems and were
happy with them. These machines will
reduce the flow of nitkles to be
recovered,

a

consuming job.

tedious

and

time

Clemence feels that

"this is a way to offer a discount to

authorized

nexibility "

users

while mamtaimng

The convenience benefits

will extend to both students and library

facuJty and staff.
This system will cost the library

about $5,000 per year, not including the

maintenance contract.
Installation
awaits approval of this expensive an

acquisition.
The system also shouJd
produce savings in labor costs.
The
terminals will be installed one at a
time, so that if one breaks down a spare
will be available. Clemence doesn't ex
pect much inconvenience while the
system is being installed.
"The

reputation is very good," she ex
plained, "and breakdowns are not ex

pected too often."
The terminals will be installed on one
of the copiers in the old building and all
six in the addition. There will probably

be a short wait to "get the bugs out of
the system" before cards will be sold.
Cards will be sold in denominations of
100, 250, and 500 in the Microform
Room. There wilJ be no refunds unless
the card is defective.
Copytex was chosen because of its

system security to prevent counter

feiting and its "visible depreciation
scale," although systems available
Schools such as
don't differ much.

Penn, YaJe, Georgetown, Texas Tech
and Yale are among those with this
system. So look forward to the day
when you can copy a whole law review

without using five pounds of nickels.

---- 1!\es <&tstae

Profs Sample
From Page One
JJW: Yes. And the meeting was
composed of three or four American
law professors, myself, Whit Gray,
Lance Liebman from Harvard, and
Bill Jones from Washington Univer
sity in St. Louis, who is one of the
fellows who runs the program. The
reason they wanted us to come is to
demonstrate to the Chinese in a
fairly explicit way what American
law teaching is like because the
Fullbright people have been over
there and have found that their
teaching bas not been very suc
cessful with Chinese undergraduate
law students. Of course, Chinese
undergraduate law students are
right out of high school, so they get
some people who are as young as
seventeen or eighteen.
RG:

They've been

using

the

Socratic method?

JJW: Well, they've been trying to,
but that's Jed to a whole series of

RG:

What sort or law are these

Fulbright profs teaching?

JJW:
Well, one fellow is simply
teaching a course on commercial
transactions.
RG: Do you think that has anything
to do wllh their government's recent
espousal or capltaUsm?

JJW: I think it does, at least the
idea of contract in international
transactions. I mean, they're in the
business, now, in a big way, of
buying and selling goods to the West.
They're going to buy something like
two hundred 737s. So, they'll have to
borrow money to do that, and there's
going to have to be some sort of con
tract obligation about what happens
on default and so on. They need
some developed body of contract law
to deal with the inevitable disputes.
RG: Whether they go capitalist or
not, they're going to need that.

JJW: Absolutely. Now much less
so would be rules about security

problems. One of them is that that
method of teaching is completely
foreign to the Chinese-the typical
method they use is for the professor

RG:

to stand up and lecture. The second
problem is language because the
American professors, some of them
speak Chinese, but not very welL

conrerence?

case the students can't read them, or
they are in Chinese, in which case
the professors can't read them.

Tardy

By Andrea Lodnhl
Why are all of the major law reviews,
including the Michigan Law Review,
behind in their publication dates? The
problem, which has been growing,
resists simple explanation. Since the
1960's the s
i sues have been getting
steadily longer and editing and cite
checking burdens have increased
correspondingly. Special issues have
also tended to cause backlongs.
Whether it s
i truly a matter for con
cern, and how to best address the
problem, are matter of debate.
The Yale Law Journal has had the
biggest backlong problem. According
to the Managing editor, Peter Keysler,
the Jornal fell a little more behind each
year. "As a result, when the Volume 92
Board elected its successor Board, it
had nt yet put out an issue," Keysler
explained in a telephone interview.
"Our predecessors, the Volume 93
Board, decided to make the trains run
on time." What that entailed was to go
ahead and publish Volume 93 s
i sues as
a first plriority and get the missing
Volume 92 issues out as it was feasible

to do so. Thus, the June 1983 issue C92:7)
arrived in the Michigan Law Library
simultaneously with

the June

1984

issue (93:7), in July 1984.
It was rumored that contributors to

the Volume

92

issues of the Yale Law
Journal were less than pleased with the
result, smce they had not unreasonably
expected June 1983 to precede June
l984. ·•submissions went down quite a
bit," Keysler said. "People up for
tenure, anxious to get their pieces
published,

needed

Old the Chinese lnltiate this

JJW: 1 think It was initiated by the
people who run the Fulbright

reassurance."

held?

JJW:

In Guangzbou, which is the

current word for Canton, which is
about seventy miles from Hong
Kong. We spent a couple of days
wandering about Guangzhou looking
at temples and such.
RG: Were you guided, or were you
free to go where you wanted?
JJW: No, we were left on our own.

RG:

Old you get some strange

looks?

JJW:
No, not much.
You see,
Guangzhou is close enough to Hong
Kong that they get a lot of tourists,
but they're all Asians. A Caucasian
looks a little funny on the street, but
I never felt that I was the object of
anyone's examination. We walked
the first day to the place where the
revolution was sort of founded, a
temple.
RG: How was lbe food? Is Chinese
food in China like Chinese food in

America?
JJW: No. I mean, there are resem
blances, but I think you would go

RG: I beard that went orr strangely.

front of me, and i t was all very good.

JJW: <chuckling): No, I don't think

Spark

Volume 94 Board, who now edit a jour
nal that is ahead of most of its rivals in
publication turnaround. "Now, con
tributors see that we're ahead, and
submissions are back to their previous
levels. We have re-established our
credibility."
Michigan's problems with backlog
have been chronic, as have the delays
at virtually all major Law Reviews. the
April-May 1984 double issue came out in
November. That issue, a memorial
issue in honor of Eric Stein, a retiring
professor of International Law is par·
lially

responsible

there and you would say, unless you
looked al i t very closely, "I don't
banquents that were ten or twelve
courses. I just ate what they put in

Controversy
hundred. Last year we were nineteen
hundred," she explained. Deason's
strategy for coming up to the calendar
date is twofold, including both a strict
observance of editing deadlines and a
reduction in pages per issue. "We're
not doing as well on that one as we

for the

hoped," Deason said. "but according to
current estimates we look 100 pages
shorter."
Some commentators have suggested
that the big reviews should cut the
number of issues per volume from eight
to six. Tretter commented, "You'd be

current

more punctual. But it's like a game of

delays. Editor-in-Chief Ellen Deason

chicken. What leading law review s
i

explained, "That issue was all inter

going to do that? As soon as you put out

national. International articles present
the worst cite-checking problems."
Managing Editor Lyndon Tretter cited
both international articles and inter
national authors as causes of delays.
"Some authors were from the Eastern

less than eight issues, you don't look
like a major review any more. •'
The other major question is whether

bloc. There are both communication
and editorial problems."
Tretter also agreed that special
projects generally add to backlog
problems. A major reason is the deisre
to take on new and innovative projec
ts," Tretter said in a brief talk Monday.
"The stein issue was a worhtwhile thing
but it's something we've never done
before. Now we have the Choper thing.
lt's a huge, huge piece - hundreds of
pages long - taking up a lot of careels
cit�hecking. It's like an encyclopedia
of Constitutional Law."
Deason attrib1.1tes the chronic delay
problems of Law Reviews to a gradual
but persistent lengthening trend "In

Keysler said dthe solution of skipping
Volume

saw an increase to fifteen to sexteen

was appreciated by the

students about it. It gave them a
very clear idea of what an American
class was like.
RG:
Where was the conference

recognize this." We had a couple of

the fifties, most issues were twelve to
thirteen hundred pages. The early 60's

92

�at it went off strangely. I was kid
ding when I was talking to my

program. We were picked as ex
perienced law teachers. I look a
video tape of my class to show them
what an American class looked like,
and I think they were amazed.

Reviews

Classes

Chinese Cul ture,

agreements, and bills and notes, and
that sort of thing. Although, if they
really get a market economy going,
they will need that as well.

Also, there aren't any materials that
are very good because either the
materials are in English, in which

----

law reviews should even make pun
ctuality a priority at all. Professor Carl
Schnieder, Editor-in-Chief during 1977,
opined that punctuality was less impor
tant than keeping up standards. During
his tenure there were problems with a
printer who was making the switch to
computerization. "As you would ex
peel, be had terrific difficulties. We got
things late and when they arrived they
were full of problems," said Schneider.
Nevertheless his Board continued the
process of catching

up that was

initiated shortly before. with each staff
editing nine issues instead of eight.
Deason

praised

the Stein

issue

despite its delaying erfects. "Any year
you do something challenging and dif
ferent, the next year has to catch up
You have to think in institutional terms
over the long run.

Tt wouldn't be

realistic for us to try to do something
llke that again this year,"

RG:

Did you have any special In

terest In Cbin1l to explain wby you
were picked?

JJW:
No, no.
But I found the
Chinese people fascinating and it
really stimulated my interest.
Learn Mandarin, and it will be a
great place to practice law some
day, expecially in Hong Kong. Hong
Kong is a very impressive and
bustling place.
RG:
A seat of capitalism in the
world. That, New York. and Tokyo
seem to be the

main

rlnancial cen

ters.
JJW: I think that's right, and Hong
Kong has a lot over New York and
Tokyo because it doesn't have any
taxes to speak of.

Summer
Program
Execution
Stayed
From Page One

special brochure Lo send to law school
admittees which more fully explains
the summer starting program.
The
committee hopes the brochure will
satisfactorily address the often-heard
criticism that admissions and the law
school generally do a poor job "selling"
the summer program.
The 1985 uppercJass program will
follow past course offerings and
schedule patterns. In 1986 an intensive
course will be offered, probably a
''basic" course offered during the last
four weeks of the summer. This will
allow people to both work and get upper
class credit at the law school during the
summer, an option designed to address
some of the current problems of the up
per class program. The report also
calls for additional courses as
necessary to meet current needs of the
1984 summer starters. In 1987 the upper
class program will consist of only this
single intensive course.
While the long term future of the
summer program is by no means cer
tain, the faculty seems to feel that at
least for the time being, gathering In
formation
and
making
minor
modifications in the current program is
preferable to complete abolition of the
law school SumJ!ler Program.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Dublin
London
Mexico City
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego
fo•�·g

lJn•·

L�,. P•Uil,.

oC San O>ego

Scllool ot ••"'

Alc:ala·Part.. Sen 0•!!\10 CA 92 I I0

Loan ForgivenessCommittee Stalls
By Marty Myers

Last year the law school ad
ministration decided to address the
issue or adopting a loan forgiveness
program for debt-laden graduates who
went Into low-paying public interest
legal careers. The task was delegated
to the scholarships and awards com
mittee, then chaired by Pror. Fred
Schauer.
But in the middle of last semester, af
ter Schauer had spent lime reviewing
other school's programs with Dean Sue
Eklund and Sandy Whitesell, director of
rlnancial aid, he was removed from his
chairman's post and reassigned as
chairman of the personnel committee.
Eklund and Schauer explained that
the switch was necessary because Pror.
Yale Kamisar could no longer chair the
PersoMeJ committee.
Whitesell, who has compiled and
studied information about other loan
forgiveness programs, was not in
cluded as a member of the scholarships
and awards committee originally
named to look into the situation at
Michigan.
Alter numerous stalls, and then the
removal of its chairman, the scholar
ships and awards committee never did
meet last semeste.r. The current status
of the committee is uncertain, and the
loan forgiveness issue remains in lim
bo. Eklund said the topic probably
won't be raised again until at least
August.
In the meantime, a number of studen-

ts have formed a loan forgiveness task
force. The group has so far listed three
main objectives: l. to encourage all
members of the law school community
to support loan forgiveness and ioin thE'
task force; 2. To research aU dimen
sions of the problem and various
solutions; and 3. To formulate specific
measures that could be immediately
applied here at Michigan. The group
plans to hold an organizational meeting
early next week.
Eric Hard, a second year student who
was one of the student members or the
scholarship and awards committee,
presently one of the organizers of the
Loan Forgiveness Task Force, fiercely
defends the policy. He contends that it
is Michigan Law School's obligation to
support such a program. He claims that
"a Loan-Support program would be a
signal to those on the fence that they
need not choose between considerable
comfort and financial prostration."
$30,000 might be considered a decent
starting salary at a medium size law
firm, but it is a litUe more startling
when it represents the size of the debt
incurred by some students in financing
an education at Michigan Law School.
Before making more concrete forms of
aid available, the Office of Financial
Aid often requires students to acquire
large loans from public and private
sources.
Whitesell, explained that, while debts

leers Lose To Quad dies
By TODD FRANK
"The Last Chance" {not to be confused
with Cooley> dropped their first hockey
contest of the lM season 8-4 to an East
Quad team. Captain Stan Jaskiewicz.
3L commented that, "It was much bet
ter than we expected."
Doug Van Gessel, lL, scored im
pressive goals in the losing effort.
Rumor has it that Captain Stan bas
been contacted by the Red Wings, and
offered two local Little Caesars fran
cblses for Van Gessel. Van Gessel is
better orr in law school. Law students
get humiliated far less often than
players for the Red Wings.
Don Schmid, 3L, and Herb Riband, lL,
also scored. John Friedl played an ex
cellent game in goal for "The Chance,"

despite being barnered by an absence or
defensive support.
Jaskiewicz added that when Van
Gessel, Schmid, Riband and Dave
Malone, 3L, are on the ice they have a
good team. The problem is when he and
fellow 3L, Larry Flaggman come in
that things get pretty tough.
"The Last Chance" plays at midnight
on Tuesdays at Yost Parkmg s
i not a
problem for any law students wanting
to go down and cheer the team on
-*''Sports Quote of the Week•••
It was heard outside Crisler Arena on
Sunday afternoon. "Why can't
Michigan's hockey team pass the puck
very well? Because Bo is the assistant
coach! "

do accrue i n excess of $30,000 for some
students, a debt burden of $20,00-$25,000
is considered average. Although the
formula used by the Office of Financial
Aid in calculating the amount of the loan
money needed by each student has not
changed, the amount borrowed has m
creased rapidly in recent years, and
the type of loan acquired has changed.

Whitesell reported lhat more studen
ts now borrow through the PLUS
program, which often involves higher
rates of interest than other sources of
funding. The debt accrual problem
became more acute several years ago
when the goverment cancelled a major
student aid program, which had per-

this point, the stories diverge and the
movie begins to suffer from over
crowding.
The story of the struggle of the black
performers in the schizophrenic society
that makes them stars who are unable
to use the front door of the club they
perform at, or sit in the audience s
i by
far the most interesting part of Cotton
Club. This is no small part due to the
and
performances
of
Gregory
Maurice Hines, who play two brothers
who become star dancers at the night
club. Their wondrous dancing, com
bined with the sparkling music of the
era is the most entertaining part of the
movie. Lonette McKee, as a young
black singer who is trying to pass for
Her in
white, is also excellent.
volvement with Gre'tory Hine's charac-

The prospect of a large debt seems to
have an effect on the career choices of
Michigan Law grads. Only 7 of 316
students in the class of 1984 reporting to
the placement office had taken public
interest jobs, narrowly de1med. Forty
graduates took clerkships, and 10 opted
for government employment. The
placement office's reports indicate that
statistics on the number of students in
preceeding classes pursuing public in
terest careers are similarly low.

Trivia Experts Win
By Donn Rubin

The Lawlords, a team consisting of
three law students and one un
dergraduate, won the 1985 U. of M.
College Bowl Trivia Competition
January 20, finishing first in a field of 22
teams. The Lawlords won six matches
In a row in the double-elimination tour
nament.
The Lawlords, made up of first-years
Dave Abrams, Chuck Forrest and Donn
Rubin and undergraduate Richard
Forrest, dominated the competition
from the start. Seeded number one, the
Lords defeated their first opponents by
a score of 440 to minus ten. The Lords
handily routed their remaining op
ponents by similarly lopsided scores,
encountering a real challenge only in
the final round. "We got cocky" ex
plained Lawlord sports and music ex
pert Rubin.

Big

The Lawlords demonstrated a broad
command of nearly all branches of
tnvia, faltering only on certain obscure
sc1ence questions " l haven't bad
biology since fourth grade," Rubin
commented. "Science nerds we're not"
added Dave Abrams, whose ability to
name all seven dwarfs clinched the
final round. Team Captain Chuck
Forrest, whose knowledge of third
world capital cities and Parisian lan
dmarks was instrumental in the
Lawlords' victory was unsurprised by
the team's dominance. "Trivia is my
liCe," he said.
Along with selected "All-Stars" from
other teams, the Lawlords will go on to
compete at the regional tournament
next month at E.M.U. Winners of that
tourney are eligible to go on to the
National Championship, held last year
in Columbus, Oh1o

- NoticesFINA�CIAL AID-

Winter 1985 Law School Loans and
Natonal Direct Student Loans are
available at the Cashier's Ofhce in the
LS&A Building. Please Pick these up as
soon as possible.
Law School Financial Aid
Deadlines:
February 15, 1985 for Summer 85
April !, 1985 for Fall/Winter 85--116
•

•

Too Much Going On In
By Kim Cahill
Robert Evans and Francis Ford Cop
pola have made a fast-paced movie in
Cotton Club.
They've got characters
and costumes and about three or four
interesting story lines, and therein lies
the proverbial rub. There's too much
going on in Couon Club. You don't get to
see enough of the best story lines, and
you get to see way too much of the
mea1ocre ones.
Cotton Club is the story of the legen
dary Harlem nightclub of the 1920s and
19305, of its gangster patrons and its
black performers. The movie follows
the fortunes of the Dwyer brothers, who
become involved with the gangster
Dutch Schultz, and a pair of brothers
who dance at the Cotton Club. From

milled students to consolidate their
loans, and make lower monthly
payments over greater periods of time.
The plan is now being reconsidered by
Congress, but immediate action is
unl1kely

eed

• Begin applying for Guarant
Student Loans for the 1985-86 academic
year in March 1985
The Financ1al A1d Office will bE
closed Monday, February 4th, Tuesday.
February 5th, and until 1 p.m. Wed
nesday, February 6th due to conference
attendance.
PLUS Loan Deadline for 1984-85:
March 1. 1985
•

•

'Cotton Club '

ter is the most moving story that the
movie has to tell.
The story of the Dwyer brothers suf
fers in comparison to that of the Hines
brothers. Richard Gere plays Dixie
Dwyer, who crosses gangster Dutch
Schultz by falling in love with his
mistress, Vera Cicero. Nicholas Cage
plays the younger Dwyer brother,
whose grasp for power causes him to
cross Dutch Shultz. The entire
gangster subplot is gory and circuitous
Gere turns in a lackluster performance,
with no discernable motivation for the
actions he takes. Diane Lane, as Vera
Cicero, is clearly out of her depth
here. Her performance is one
dimensional, and there is absolutely
no chemistry between her and Gere.

The supporting characters are a big
plus in Cotton Club. Gwen Verdon is
funny as the Dwyer brothers' mother,
and Fred Gwynne Cyes, everyone's
favorite, Herman Munster) plays a
shrewd gangster who helps run the
nightclub. Nicholas Cage has all the in
tensity that Richard Gere lacks as the
power-hungry younger Dwyer brother.
In sum. it seems fittmg that the story
of the black performers at the Cotton
Club, which has always been pushed in·
to the background, should be the most
interesting story in the movie. Couon
Club misses being a great movie by not
focusing on that story. This is clearly a
case of too much spoiling an otherwise
enormously entertaining story.

·Arts

Talking Heads Make Sense
.
BY Kun CabllI

So, you say you're a Talking Heads

fan, but you just haven't been able to
catch a concert; Just bop on down to
the local movie house, where the Talking
new concert film Stop Making
Heads
is playing, and you're as good as
there.
What we have here is an hour-and-a
half of straight concert footage, but it's
all shot as if you have the best seat in
the house (you know, the kind only the
friends and relatives o! the promoter
usually get>. It's a pretty basic cast Sense

the Talking Heads themselves, a couple
.
.
of back-up smgers, an extra gu1'tanst,
percussionist, and keyboard player.
i remarkably Cree of all .the
The movie s
pretentious baggage that a concert film
is usually encumbered with, and just
_
becomes an energetic bopping mov1�.
stm·
are
umes
cos
and
The lighting
ple, and the setting IS almost nonexistent. There are �o up-close and
personal interviews wtth anyone ( you
can thank God and Jonathan Demme,
the director), but lots of close s ots of
all the members of the band dunng the
set.

�

�

.
the
David Byrne is the centerpiece of
.
.
Ta1kang Heads, and h'IS qu1rk
·Y
imagination certainly guides the show
.
that the band presents. That IS the on.e
flaw the concert seems to have - tt
sometimes seems that Byrne has
orgott�n t� l?t the other band members
.
be
m on h
�s vtSton of JUSt what should
happerung. Byr�e s�ms � have much
bett� commurucation wtth the o er
.
mustclans on stage than he does wtth
.
the other Talkin
g Heads.
. ne
It is a bit of a relief when By
�
leaves the stage and lets Tma
,
.
Weymouth and Chrts Frantz s Tom-

�

�

Tom Club take the spotlight for a few
' ilarly the additional
Sun
.
numbers
. .
ns do a lot to cut the relentless
that Byrne brings to the
o�ie They are a welcome shot of
funk' ess
r�1 .
ou
a k yourself "What do
ell, they're singing all
they s g?,
the familiar songs
"Psycho-killer",
"The River", "Stop Making Sense".
And although you do miss the excitement of a live concert, Stop
M k'·
Sense is a fine substitute. If
y u on't feel like dancing at some
point you've got no soul about you.
'
.

.

'
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:
d
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Law Vocal Performers Find Song Outlet
By Alex Joel
If you ever get interrupted in your

journey across the Law Quad by the
sound of what might be a heavenly
choir don't be too quick to start
anxi usly tallying up your score. Twice
a week the Head.notes, the Law School's
formal singing group, meet in the
Lawyer's Club Lounge to climb vocal
scales and make good music. Singing is
not the most obvious pursuit for studen
ts on the road to busy law careers, but
it's a good outlet for creative talent.
And the Headnotes have plenty of
talent. All twelve members can boast
significant singing experience, and all
are well satisfied with the relative
quality of this group. Audiences ap
parently share their opinion.
The
Christmas concert was a success, and
the Headnotes are planning an end-of
the-year finale. They will also sing for
the Law Revue, the Visitor's Commit
tee, and a nearby retirement com
munity.
"THE PEOPLE AT the retirement
community really appreciate our going
out there," says second-year singer Kate
O'Neal. "That's why we do it." While
law stude.nts also appreciate their

�

singing efforts, it is clear that the group
doesn't live for appreciation alone.
"We just like to sing," says Kate. "It's
a great break !rom law.''
Doug Schleicher, the group's "direc
tor by consensus," agrees. He joined

the group last year because he enjoyed
singing and wanted to find a creative
past lime. According to him, "The
membership,
however,
makes
scheduling additional rehearsals
problematic. Doug says the curre.nt
time commitment is "not heavy at all.
The trick s
i finding set times when
everyone can meet."
The Headnotes hold only two law
school concerts each year, which may
explain why some students have only a
vague idea that a singing group even
exists.
Nevertheless, the Christmas
Concert produced a "great turnout."
Doug maintains that "students like us a
lot. The response we've gotten has
generally been positive." Students who
have heard the group sing can voice
only compliments.
"THE CHRISTMAS CONCERT was
very worthwhile," says a first-year
stude.nt. " I only hope they'll sing more
often, maybe at studybreaks." Accor
ding to the members, the only serious
criticism they have received is that
they don't sing enough popular music,
although their repertoire includes a wide
range of types, from folk to jazz to pop.
The relatively young group-five to
seven years old, by most accoun
ts-consists mostly of second- and
third-year students. "There was only
one opening this fall, !or a female alto,"
says .Kate. That may explain why more
people didn't try out. Graduation will

Jonathan Richman Live Influential, ldiosnycratic
he's been so influential.
By JTm Komle
"Weird AI" Yankovich pretends to be
Jerry Harrison of Talking Heads was
an original member of Richman's
weird.
Jonathan Richman really s
i
bal'ld, the Modern Lovers. The Sex
weird.
With songtitles like "I'm a Little Air Pistols (proving opposites attract)
plane" or "I'm Nature's Mosquito" and recorded a version of her new semi-bit
lyrics to match, you might wonder if lit "Roadrunner." And, more recently,
tle BilJy next door does most of his the Violent Femmes certainly have
writing. Childlike is the only way to drawn part of their sound from the
describe Richman, but his goofy in early Modern Lovers.
Aside from such considerations,
nocence Is so genuine that sometimes
he really can be touchinll: "You all Jonathan Richman is supposed to be
imow that your friend, Jonathan, likes to great in concert. His Ann Arbor venue,
eat food a lot,/And I like to do other East Quad's Halfway Inn, should be
things, I like to run around and perfect. Rarely does one get to see such
jump./But affection is the most impor a great entertainer in so intimate a set
tant thing to me./I'd trade in ting.�
Richman is doing two shows on
everything else in a minute." He's not
Elvis Costello, but there's something I Saturday, February 2, one at 9:00 and
really like about Jonathan Richman.
the other at 11:00. Tickets are $9.50.
That's why I recommend catching his That might sound steep, but when you
show when be comes to Ann Arbor this :onsider a used commercial outline is
weekend. U for no other reason, you . the same price, I think you'll make the
sbouJd see Jonathan Richman because rleht choice.

produce more openings, and the group
hopes to tap into the well of law school
singing talent to fill its vacancies.
"We know there's plenty of talent out
there," says Bob Schiff, a three-year
singing veteran. "It's just that many
students feel they don't have enough

time to participate in these kinds of ac
tivities. People tend to put aside their
outside interests when they come to law
school." For Bob, singing is time well
spent. "It's worth it to see everybody
get away from law and have a good
ime."
t
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We invite you to enjoy yourself at Colonial Lanes
•

The Pin Room Bar and Grill-enjoy lunch
and dinner in our newly remodeled grill.
Open until 2 AM.

•

Ball Stop.Quickie Bar

•

Video Game Area

•

Bi� Screen TV.

•

Pro Shop-featuring a wide selection of
bowling balls, shoes, shirts and other
bowling accessories.

•

Free Parking

Colonial Lanes
1950 S. Industrial Hwy.

Ann Arbor

•

665-4474

Socrates Meth od Haunts Hutchins
By Rob Shantz

Late Night with David Lellerman

was over, and I still couldn't get to
sleep. Something was bothering me. To
begin with, I was a little upset with the
sarcasm employed by Letterman when
he referred to the forthcoming Phil

Donahue visit. Maybe David was
jealous because he didn't have Marlo

Thomas. I was also bothered by the fact
that someone had short-sheeted my
bed. But 1 knew there was even more

than these things troubling my tired
mind. What really concerned me was

whether the Socratic Method was the
best way to receive a legal education.
After all, 1 would hate to be paying ten
grand a year of the best money a guy
can borrow for something second best.
ln any event, I did what I always do

when such things trouble me: I found
an empty room in Hutchins Hall to
think through my dilemma.
As I sat near the back of a dark and
empty Room 250, 1 suddenly realized

there were several robed figures
literally glowing near the front of the

Crossword
ACROSS

room. One of the figures, who appeared
to be considerably older than the rest,
was standing at the podium asking his
younger colleagues questions. At first I
thought these might be Hare Krisbnas,
but not one of them tried to sell me a
flower. I moved closer so I could hear
what they were saying.
"Plato," the older man began. "What
is truth?"
Great Scott! I thought to myself. I was

actually watching the Ghost of Socrates
in action.
''Pass." the Ghost of Plato replied.
I could not believe Plato passed. I
mean, anytime the question is that
general you've got to go for it.
Nonetheless, Socrates continued down

the row with the same question, and his

students continued to pass. Finally, a
wiseacre type said: "What's it matter?
We're all dead anyhow." With that the
student population disappeared in a
poof of logic.
Socrates cut a pretty forlorn figure as
he stood alone at the podium, so I asked
him if he would like to go get a beer. He

DOWN
1 . finder of fact

solemnly nodded yes. I told him his
robe and sandals would be a big hit a t
the Blind Pig. That seemed to break the
ice. As we made our way to South First

Street he was a real chatterbox. In fact
he wouldn't shut up. He kept asking me
stupid ''why" questions: "Why is that
light green?" or "Why do young ladies
spit on you as they walk by?" He
reminded me of a ten-year old kid. That
was 1t, J thought. This man was an

anomaly of history. He's not a genius;
be's a grown man with a little boy's
mentality.
Some fifteen minutes later we
arrived at the Blind Pig. By this time T
was really fed up with the guy. Anyway,
I told our waitress to bring up two
Hemekens. Socrates immediately tur
ned ve!J• pale. Apparently being dead
all of those years had really hurl his
hearing. He thought T had ordered

hemlock. After assuring him he had
misheard me. I purposely inserted
phrases like
"GM
stock"
and
"headlock" into the ensuing conver

sation. Each time I gleefully noted the

same paling reaction.
Finally, I asked him what had to be
done for his ghost to pass to the af·
terlife.
' ' 1 must w1tness a miracle," he
replied.

"Don't hold your breath," I said. This

last comment gave Socrates a good
chuckle because he realized he was
already dead and holding his breath
would be of no grave consequence. I
also suspected that he was slightly
drunk. (never have known a ghost who
could hold his liquor very well.
My attention shifted from Socrates to
an attractive lady who had just entered

the bar. Much to my amazement, she
walked directlv to our table and asked
me for a date.l turned to introduce her
to Socrates, but he had vanished.
The next morning I duly reported m y
meeting with Socrates to an ABA com
mittee studying revisions in legal

education. Things must be changed, I
argued. My sanity hearing comes up
Friday.

By Joseph Mazzarese

2. join

1 . bench sitter

3. surplus remarks

6. songbird

4. electronics conglomerate

10. pieces

5. chemical symbol for Einsteinium

I I . get all A's

6. crowbar

1 3 . food staple

7. center line
8. communications conglomerate

14. pilot
16. basebaU Mel

9. pot

17. unsaturated hydrocarbons

12. circles
14. later

18. also

1 5 . flower

19. ftSsion chamber

1 7 . British school

2 1 . mountains

20. Roman 103

22. charged particle
23. the ones here

2 1 . Captain of literature

24. gummy pine product

23. word of comparison

27. preservative

24. incline

28. opposite

25. supply

29. show horse

26. steps passing over waiJs

33. Roman 1501

27. companion of brac

34. isn't out (2 words)

29. away from the center

35. Org. of Rational Americans (abbrev. 30. certain Mid-Westerner
36. tactful

3 1 . come up

38. glide through water

32 titled

39. ourgroup took the lead (2 words)

34. short news piece

40. irritate

37. Intern. Labor Org.

4 1 . unc ertain amount
42. bad title to

38. sti tch

40. preposition

Law in the Raw
A dvice and Consent
Harvey R. Klein was a t the final hearing i n a
divorce case in Miami. He was asking foundation
questions of his client, the wife, so that he could in
troduce a property setllement agreement.
"Did you have the advice of an attorney before

entering into this agreement'?'' he asked

"No," she said, "Just you."
Klein wasn't sore. The divorce was granted and
she agreed to dinner to celebrate the decision. A
year later they were married.

"We're still married." be said, "and she bas not had
occasion to consult an attorney since then."
ABA Journal, December, 1984

Settle Theirs, Then Yours
It looked pretty bleak late last month to two New

Orleans lawyers. U the personal injury trial that
preceded theirs went into a second day - and it ap
peared it might - their one medical malpractice
suit would be bumped to the spring or next fall.

Lawrence J. Smith and Peter D. Coleman cut a

deal that would end the preceding trial. During a

lunch break. they persuaded the attorney for the in
jured plaintiff to reduce the damage claim from
$18,000 to $17,000. They also persuaded the insurer,
which had admitted liability, to boost its $9,000 set
tlement offer by $10,000. Then Messrs. Smith and

Coleman plunked down the $7.000 difference.

"I was skeptical at first," said Judge Louis
DiRosa, "but we put it all on the record. rt's above

Compiled by Nora Kelly
board as far as :wvone knows. And everbody
walked out happy. "
Mr. Smith and Mr. Coleman managed to pick a

jury that day and settled their case the next day for

$350,000. The National Law Journal, December 17, 1984

Sue Guards For Escape

According to tbe San Jose Mercury News. two

inmates who escaped from the women's detention
facility in Milpitas, California blamed the prison
guards for their escape and subsequently sued for
negligence. "we were in the exercise yard for 45
minutes to an hour before we decided to leave." said

Maria Linda Villegas, who is awaiting charges on
murder, robbery and conspiracy. "There should

have been someone watching us."

Washington Monthly. October. 1984

